BI 199 Marine Habitats of the Oregon Coast
April 19 and 20, 2014

The class is designed for marine biology, biology or environmental studies/science freshman or sophomores, or others thinking of spending a term at OIMB. Spend a weekend at OIMB and experience hands-on marine biology in a beautiful setting.

Low tide field trips to study animals and plants in their habitats

An introduction to courses and research conducted at OIMB and opportunities to observe live animals

Enjoy an overnight stay at OIMB

DETAILS

Class meets Saturday and Sunday at OIMB. A bus leaves from the parking lot behind the UO Science Library at 8am Saturday to transport students to OIMB, housing and meals are provided. Students should bring a sleeping bag, pillow, rain gear, a flashlight, and boots or sacrificial sneakers.

Field Trip Fee: $60. 1 Credit P/NP

For OIMB info: http://oimb.uoregon.edu/